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 Every time I visit this VA Hospital, I realize how lucky the veterans are to be able 
to receive their care through this facility.  Illinois VFW Auxiliary supports this hospital 
because 24% of their patients come from northern Illinois. Madison maintains five 
community based outpatient clinics, Rockford, which is the largest one, and Freeport, 
Illinois; Baraboo, Beaver Dam, and Janesville Wisconsin.  
  
 When the Department of Illinois Auxiliary made their official visit September 21st, 
the hospital director spoke to us and provided information I did not know.  Madison VA 
Hospital opened in 1951 as 500-bed TB hospital with no air conditioning, only open 
windows, and fans to provide a comfortable summer temperature.  To this day, high on 
the walls are electrical outlets close to the ceiling, that were be used to power to these 
fans.   
 
 Madison VA is now a 129 bed acute care facility, 85 acute beds, where patients, 
are admitted, treated, and discharged as rapidly as you would be in your private 
hospitals.   There are 18 residential rehabilitation beds and a 26 bed Community Living 
Center which provides short term physical rehabilitation, skill nursing care, or hospice 
care.   
 
 The quality of nursing care here is excellent, as demonstrated being only one of 
four VA hospitals in the nation to receive Magnet Recognition by American Nurses 
Credentialing Centers.  The patients verify this, when you ask them about the care, and 
you get the reply, excellent too good.  I have yet to get a complaint when I ask the 
patient or the family.  To maintain their excellent status, Madison undergoes surveys by 
57 different agencies to insure this excellent care is being maintained.  
 
 Because the University of Wisconsin Hospital is a door away, and has a great 
reputation for successful organ transplants, the veterans have this care available.  
Madison VA is one of five heart transplants centers, one of two lung transplants centers 
one of six liver transplants centers, and one of three destinations to offer ventricular 
assist devices in the national VA system.  Very soon, the VA hospital will do kidney 
transplants in their own facility. 
 



 The Women’s Clinic provides care to female veterans.   One service that is 
provided to female veterans is a “Sister to Sister” volunteer, who will accompany her to 
physician visits, examinations, or other testings so she does not have to feel alone, or is 
unsure the information she is given.  No delivery services are provided at the hospital 
but this service is purchased by the VA, to done at other facilities.  
 
 Madison is the phone communication center for 12 facilities, including VA 
hospitals in Illinois, Milwaukee and other Wisconsin VA facilities.  For example, if a 
patient in Chicago or Milwaukee wants to schedule an appointment, the Madison center 
will receive the call and take proper action. 
 
 It was great to have the Department Officers able distribute Illinois TLC bags 
when they visited the patients.  Christmas will soon be here and it is time for our Santa 
visit to give cards with money to the in patients, I am very lucky to have members who 
want to help in this fun trip.   
 

THANKS FOR ALL YOUR DONATIONS. 

Only with your help are we able to give a little joy to these hospitalized veterans 
and thank them for what they did to insure our freedom. 

 


